We present a formal 1 system of free predicate logic based on three primitives: indefinite description (using a variant of the Hubert 'e'-symbol) and two notions of identity, one reflexive and the other nonreflexive. This logic is intended to be of practical use in mathematics. Sample applications are given in Sections 13 and 16.
We assume an axiomatic development of the usual sentence logic. For the predicate logic we list two primitive formulas (1) (χ=y) identity (2) (x = y) equality and one primitive term (3) an x p'x indefinite description. By (1) we mean identity in the sense of Leibniz, i.e., V and y may be substituted one for the other in any formula without affecting its truth.
2 By (2) we mean identity in the sense of Peirce, i.e., there is some object z such that y names z and y names z. 3 Thus neither (1) nor (2) is a statement about objects x and y but is instead a statement about the variables (or what would in the general case be terms) V and y. More precisely (1) says that 'x' and y are synonymous in the strict sense that if T is a formula obtained from a formula S by replacing '*' by y then one is entitled to infer T from S.
(1) is therefore a syntactical statement which satisfies Carnap's definition of a pseudo-object sentence. Carnap gave, as an example of a pseudo-object sentence, the sentence "Five is not a thing but a number," which he translated as follows: " 'Five' is not a thing-word but a number-word." 4 In most cases (1) holds if and only if (2) holds. The two meanings are in conflict only in the case that V and V' fail to denote. Suppose that V for the moment does not denote. In this case '(x = xY is true while \x = xY is false. 5 For a fuller discussion of our interpretations of (1) and (2) see [ 13 ] .
Terms which do not denote arise in the use of indefinite descriptions. By (3) we mean an object z such that p'z, if such a z exists. Otherwise (3) is a term with no denotation.
We use the formal inferential language of Morse [11] with the following alterations.
First we maintain the customary distinction between terms and formulas. As a result, only terms may replace schematic expressions such as 'ux', 6 u'xy\ 'W'xyz', \x\ \'xy\ etc. Similarly, only formulas may replace schematic expressions such as 'p', 'q', V, 'pV, 'qV, 'rV, V'Λ JΛ etc.
Second, a strengthened form of Morse's rule of schematic substitution is used. It does not require that the schematic expressions being replaced all contain the same string of variables. 6 Finally, the rule of universalization has been dropped in view of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4. In 1.1 below, the notion of existence is defined by letting 'ex x' (to be read: x exists) mean (x = x), i.e., there is an object z such that V denotes z. We are then led naturally to Definition 1.2 in relation to which substitution for 'pV is much simpler than in Hubert's 7 (Vxp' c op' anxp'x). In 1.4 we define the formula constant '#' to mean that something exists. & will be a theorem in any mathematical theory which is based on this logic and which axiomatically guarantees the existence of objects. Section 10 deals with the results of assuming & as a hypothesis. If we were to assume & as an axiom, the resulting predicate logic would be free (allowing nondenoting terms) but not universal (valid in every domain).
In 1.5-1.7 we define the definite description and two related uniqueness quantifiers.
In Section 17 we introduce forms which are useful in the application of descriptions to the construction of definitions in mathematics.
Sections 1 through 6 constitute the foundations of the formal system.
Definitions
2 Axioms for identity and equality
((χ=y)^(v'χ-+v'y))

((χ = y)^(x=y))
3 Axioms for quantification
4 Completeness axioms Thus (x = y -+ exx Λ ex y AX =y).
Conversely,
(x^yΛexχ-+x=xA(x=x^'X :: =y) -*x=y).
6 Basic lemmas
Proo/:
(j^ = an x ~p'x -> ~p',y).
Proof:
Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 provide the basis for the universalization of theorems. The proof of 6.5 illustrates their use.
Sections 7 through 11 deal with quantification.
7 Distributive properties
The remaining proofs, which we omit, are standard.
8 Behavior with respect to a constant
[3.1] The remaining proofs, which we omit, are standard. 
Given a nonempty domain, Theorems 10. (j> = anx ~ex JC -> exy Λ~zxy) [5.9,3 .1] (y = an x ~ex x) (an x ~ex x = an x ~ex x) Λxexx.
[6.4] 
Examples
Formal descriptions are generally not used as a tool in making definitions in mathematics. This has resulted in many circumlocutions in descriptive definitions. We believe the following examples will demonstrate the ease and naturalness with which descriptions can be used. The reader will observe that it is exactly the notion of existence which enables descriptions to function so naturally.
We consider first the definition of limit from calculus. We do not specify any particular formalization of the real number system (e.g., as part of set theory); but, for this example, we use 'real is y* to assert that y is a real number. 14.1 and 14.2 are definitions. 
((ux -> L asx-^) «> (real isy Λ Λe>0
Vδ > 0 Λx(0 < \x -y\< δ -> |ux -L\< e))).
(lim x -> μux = the L(ux -• L as x -> y))
In 14.1 we have defined a statement meaning ux converges to L asx goes to y. In 14.2 we have defined the limit as x goes to y of ux. The important point here is that 14.2 in no way prejudices the issue of existence of the limit. 10 We have, for example, (limχ-*2(2 x + 3) = 7) and~e x lim x -* 0 sin(l/x).
The basic theorems concerning limits can be given as follows.
14.3
Unq
(L = lim x -> yux *> (ux ->L asχ->^)) Characterization
Theorem 14.3 is often formulated roughly as follows: Since '(ui -» L as x -> y) 9 is always understood to imply the existence of L, we reach the absurd conclusion that lim x -* 0(l/x) exists.
These difficulties are commonly evaded by refusing to admit Ίim x -> j>ux' as a term. 11 As explained in [13] , this creates serious problems in the syntax.
As our second example the value of a function at a point 12 is considered. 14.6 and 14.7 are definitions. 
(function is/«* (relation IS/Λ Ax Unq y((x,y) e/)))
(.fx = they (function ΪS/Λ (jc,.y) ef))
We now have the following theorems:
(y = .fx «> function IS/Λ (x,y) ef)
14. 9 (ex .fx *> function is/Λxe dmn/) 14.10 {Vx{y = .A) ^ function is/Λ μ e rng/)
An application of the results above is given by the following characterization of the continuity of a function at a point on the real line.
14.11
((/is continuous at x) «> .fx = lim t -> x .ft).
The '«-' direction is obtained from 5.9 and 14.9. *As our final example we mention two consequences in set theory. As in the set theory of Bourbaki, the classifier is definable and the axiom of choice is provable.
15 Consequences of 4.1
(y = anx(p Λp'x)^>ρ Λ^ = an xp'x) 15. 5 (Λxq'x Λ Vxp'x -• an xp'x = an x(q'x Λ p'x) = an x(q'x -+ p'x)) 15. 6 (Λx(p'x o q'x) -> the xp'x = the xq'x)
16 Consequences of 4.2
(x=x)
16.2
(x=^^x=^v ^(ex x v ex y)) 16. 3 (y = the xp'x «> Λx(p'x <*x=y)) 16. 4 (^ = thex(x=^)) 16. 5 (ex y ** ~{y = an x ~ ex x)) 16. 6 (x=y^ Az(z =x<*z=y))
17 Terms defined by conditions, by cases, or by representation Formulas 17.1 through 17.5 are definitions.
17.1
((p -» x) = the ί(p Λ t = x)) 17. 2 ((x 0 y) = the t(t = x v t = y)) 17. 3 ((x \>y) = (xθ(~exχ-*y))) 17. 4 (0 xux Ξ the ί Vx(ί = ux)) 17. 5 (0 x,yuxy = the t VxVy(r = u'xy))
We have the following theorems:
17.6
(V^(p-*x)=x) 17. 7 (ex (p -^ x) ^> p Λ ex x) 17. 8 (j ; = (p->^^P Λ7 = x) 17. 9 (xθy=yθx) 17. 10 ( The use of such restrictions is a standard practice in the formulation of mathematical definitions.
Definition by cases is another practice frequently encountered in mathematics. To construct such a definition one may compound terms of the form '(£ ~* xY by means of the '0' connective. For example we may define the absolute value of a real number by
Notice that the result is meaningful even if the two cases overlap provided that in such an instance both cases agree.
When the second condition in a definition by cases is "otherwise", the '!>' connective is useful. As an example we give the following definition of the characteristic function of a set A. 
Comparison with a related system
In order to help place the present system in context we discuss briefly a heirarchy of related systems. These systems are all based on standard sentence logic.
The fact that standard predicate logic makes existential presuppositions has been widely discussed. These presuppositions can be eliminated by taking 'ex x' as a primitive predicate. The axioms for a universally free predicate logic can be given as:
(Λxp'x -* (ex y -+ p'y)) 18. 4 Λxexx
We have in mind for this system the same rules of inference as used in this paper plus universalization. A similar system is formulated by Meyer and Lambert [10] . Hintikka has pointed out the semantic equivalence of 'ex x' and '\/y(x = y)\ Thus when considering predicate logic with identity, 'ex x' need not be taken as primitive. Instead one may take 'ΛxpV and \x = >>)' as primitive and make the definition We note that in the usual predicate logic identity is merely an adjunct whereas here identity enters into the quantification axioms 18.3 and 18.4 via the definition of 'ex x\ This logic may be further strengthened by introducing the definite description. In addition to the primitive term 'the xpV, one further axiom will suffice.
(z Ξ the xp'x <>Λy(z=yo Aχ(p'χ «»x = y)))
Lambert has shown in [2] that 18.7 is a consequence of 18.1 through 18.6 plus 18.8. This final system is a universally free predicate logic with identity and definite descriptions. There are three primitive expressions and six axioms. By way of comparison the system of this paper has three primitives, six axioms, and does not require universalization as a rule of inference. However, the system of this paper is considerably stronger in that it incorporates indefinite descriptions rather than definite descriptions. Further, the two completeness axioms are not used for the development of quantification theory and are of only marginal use in the theory of descriptions. 
